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WELL-CHAINED RELATOR SPACES 

J. Kurdics and Arpád Száz 

Introduction 

ln this paper, we extend four basic characterizations of well-chained 
uniformities of Levine [4] to those of well-chained relators 

And combining our present results with some former ones, we establish 
some substantial generalizations of two relevant theorems of Gaal [1 , pp. 
101 and 142] 

The necessary prerequisites concerning relators, which are possibly un
familiar to the reader, will be briefly laid ou t in the next two preparatory 
sections. 

o. Terminology and notations 

If n is a nonvoid family of reflexive relations R on a set X , the family 
π is called a relator on X , and the orclerecl pair X (π) = (X, n) is called 
a relator space. 

If (x",) and (y",) are nets, A and B are sets , and x is a point in a relator 
space x(n) , then we write 

(i) (y",) E Lim1l. (x",) ((y",) E Adh1l. (x",)) if ((x""y",)) is eventually 
(frequently) in each R E n; 

(ii) x E 1im1l. (x", )(x E adh1l. (x",)) if (x) E Lim1l. (x",) ((x) E Adh1l. (x",)); 
(iii) B E C1n(A) (B E Intπ (A) if R(B) n A fo 0 (R(B) C A) for all 

(some) R E π; 
(iv) x E cln(A)(x E intn(A)) if x E Clπ (A) (x E Intπ (A)). 
If π is a relator on X , then the rclators 

n. = {S c X2: 크RE π : Rc S} , 
π = {S C X2: γA C X: 3R E π : R(A) C S(A)} , 
n = {S c x 2 γx E X: 크RE π : R(x) c S(x) }, 
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are called the uniform, proximal and topological refinements of π， respec
tively. 

Namely, if R is a relator on X , then π. πd and π are the largest 
relators on X such that Limπ = Limπ(Adhπ. = Adhn ), Cln’ 

= Clπ 
(Intn. = lntn) and 1imñ = 1imn (adhñ = adhπ) or cl.강 = cln (int쳐 = 
intn) , respedively. 

Moreover, a subset A of a relator space X{R) is called 
(i) proximally closed (open) if X \ A ít Clπ (A)(A E lntπ (A))j 

(ii) topologically closed (open) if clπ (A) C A(A C intn(A))j 
(iii) proximally (topologically) clopen if it is both proximally (topolog

ically) closed and open 
Clearly, a proximally closcd (open) set is also topologically closed 

(open), but the converse necd not bc true. Moreover, a set is proximally 
(top이ogically) closed iff its complcmcnt is proximally (topologically) open. 

On the other hand, a relator R on 진 or a relator space X (π) is called 
topologically compact if for each R E π there exists a finite set A C X 
such that R(A) = X. 

Namely, a relator space X(R) is topolog ically compact iff each interior 
cover A of X(π) has a finite subcovcr ß , or equivalently each direded net 
(xo) in X(R) is adherent . 

Finally, a relator π on X , or a relator space X(π) ， is called 
(i) uniformly directed if for each R, S E π there exis ts a T E π such 

that T C Rn Sj 
(ii) strongly proximally direded if for any A. C X and R. E π witb 

i = 1,2,"', n, there exists a11 R E π such that R(A ‘) C R.(A.) for all 
i=1 ,2,"', n. 

(iii) topologically transitive if for each x E X and R E π there exist 
S,TE π such that T(S(x)) C R(x) j 

(iv) proximally symmetric if for each A C X and R E π there exis ts 
an S E π such that S(A) c W 1 (A) 

Clearly, a uniformly directed relator is also strongly proximally di
rected, but the converse need not be true. On the other hand, a relator 
R is proximally symmetric iff the rclation C 1π is symmetric. 

1. Some basic facts on connected relators 

Defìnition 1.1. A relator π 011 X , or a relator space X (R) is called 
connected if A2 U (X \ A)2 ít π for a ll proper nonvoid subset A of X. 

Moreover, π or X(R) is callcd uniformly, proximally and topologically 
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connected if the relators n' , 1연 and n are connected, respectively. 
The appropriateness of lhis defìnilion and the validity of the next the

orems have been estab!ished in [3J. 

Theorem 1.2. A relator space x(n) is proximally (topologically) con
nected if no proper nonvoid subset A of x(n) is proximally (topologically) 
clopen. 

Theorem 1.3. A proximally symmetric πlator space x(n) is proximally 
connected if no proper nonvoid subse l A of x(n) is proximally open. 

Theorem 1.4. A proximally symmctηc aπd topologically fin e πlator 

space X(π) is topologically connecled if and only if no proper nonvoid 
subset A of X(π) is topologically open. 

Theorem 1.5. A unifonnly di'recled !'e/alo!' space X (π) is proximally 
connected if and only iJ il is uniJonnly connecled. 

To state a further relevant property of connected relators, we also need 
to lhe following. 

Definition 1.6. A rela tor n on X is caJJed a Lebesgue relalor, and a 
relator space X (π) is called a Lebesgue rclator space if for each S E π 
there exists a fun clion J fr0111 X into X such that S 0 J E π. 

The approprialeness of l his dcfinition and the validily of lhe next the
。re111 have been es tablished in [8]. 

Theorem 1.7. A slrongly p!'oximally direc led, lopologicall:ν lmnsitive and 
topologically compacl relalor space X (π ) is a Lebesgue relator space. 

Moreover, as a particular case of a more general result, we also have 

Theorem 1.8 . A Lebesgue !'e/alo1" space x(n) is topologically connected 
if and only if it is un iJormly connecled 

2. Preliminary characterizations of well-chained re
lators 

The origin of the follow ing definition goes back to Cantor. (See Thron[9, 
p.29J.) 

Definition 2.1. A relator π on X , 0 1' a relator space x(n) , will be 
called well- chained if for any x , y E X and R E n there exists a fìnite 
family (x;)i;o in X such lhal Xo = X, Xn = ν and (x;- i> X;) E R for all 
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i=O ,l ,"', n. 
Moreover, π or X(π) will be called uniforuùy, proximally and topo

logically well-chained if the relators n- , n' and π are well-chained, re
spectively. 

Remark 2.2. Because of the inclusions π C n' c R' c ñ , it is clear 
that ‘topologically well-chained ' =수 ‘proximally well-chain어’ =? ‘uniformly 
well-chained ' =추 ‘well-chained ’‘ 

ln the se껴uel ， we shall show thal ‘lIniformly well-chained ’ and ‘prox,

mally well-chained' are actually eqllivalent to ‘well-chained’, bllt ‘topolog
ically well-chained’ is not eqllivalent l。 ‘well-chained ’. 

For this, we shall fìrst extend thrce basic characterizations of well 
chained uniformities of Levine [4]lo l hose of well-chained relators. 

Our fìrst th∞rem is a straigh tforward extension of Levine’s [4 , Corol
lary 2.3]. 

Theorem 2.3. If X(π) is a ,'e!alo ,' space, then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 

(i) X(π) is well-chained;’ 

(ii) X 2 = U풍 ， R’‘ for all R E π 

Proof A simple reformulation of Dcnnition 2.1 shows that (i) holds if 
and only if for any x , y E X and R E n there exists a positive integer n 
such that (x ,y) E Rn. And hence, thc equivalence of (i) and (ii) is quite 
。bvious.

While, 01ωu따lπr sec∞。on찌，d t“배heolαrCJ‘ 

orπem 2.2J. 

Theorem 2.4. If x(n) is a "e/alor sz;ace, then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 

(i) X(π) is well-chained: 
(ii) X 2 is the only tmnsitive membe ,' of n-. 

Proof lf S E n-, then thereexists an R E π such that R c S. Theorefore, 
if (i) holds and S is transitive, then by Theorem 2.3 we clearly have 

X 2 = U~=J R" c U응Jsn C S. 

And thus (i i) also holds. 
On the other hand , if R E π， then it is clear that 

S=U응，Rn 
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is a transitive relation on X such that R c S. Therefore, if (ii) holds, 
then we necessarily have S = X 2

• Thus, again by Theorem 2.3 , (i) also 
holds. 

Remark 2.5. Because of the reflex ivity of the elements of π， hence we can 
also state that X(R) is well-chained if and only if X 2 is the only preorder 
111 π. 

3. Main characterizations of well-chained relators 

Now, having Theorem 2.3 and 2.4, we can also eas ily prove a natural 
extension of Levine’s [4, Corollary 2.4) 

Theorem 3.1. If X(π) is a rela!o 1" s]!ace, lheη lhe following asserlions 
are equivaleπt: 

(i) X(π) is well-chained; 
(i i) no proper nonvoid subsei !I of X (π ) is proximally open. 

P1'00f If (ii) does not hold , then thcrc exists a proper nonvoid subset A 
。 f X such that R(A) c A for some R E R. j-jence, it is clear that 

(u뚱lR")(A) = U뚱IR’‘ (A) c A. 

And thus , by Theor‘em 2.3 , (i) docs not also hold ‘ Consequently, (i) implies 
(ii) . 

On the other hand , if (i) does not hold , then by Theorem 2.4, there 
exists a transitive relat ion S on X sllch that R ζ S for some R E π， and 
A = S(x) # X for some x E X. II cncc, it is clear that 

R(A) c S(A) = S2(J:) = S(x) = A 

And thus (ii) does not also hold. ConscC] lIently, (ii) also implies (i). 

Remark 3.2. Because of [6 , Theorc l1l 2.(;), hence we can also state that a 
relator space X(R) is well-chainecl if allll only if no proper nonvoid subset 
A of X (R) is proximally closecl 

Remal.k 3.3. Moreover, by [6, Th"orc l11 3.1) , hence we can also state 
that a relator space X (π) is well-chai ned if and only if for each proper 
nonvoid subset A of X there exists a IICt ((x" ,y,,)) in A x (X \ A) such 
that (x ,,) E Limπ (y，，). ((x ,,) E Adhπ (y，， )) 

However, at the present, it is 11l0re interesting to point out that Theo
rem 3.1 can also be used to easily provc thc ncxt two important theorems 
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Theorem 3 .4. If X (π) is a ,'elalor space, then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 

(i) X(π) is well-chained; 
(ii) X(π) is un‘m띠l 
(iωi“…i“i) X자(π'R.) i“Sp7'O‘'ox:ma띠a띠씨11ωY tψve리11ιl- cI.야h“따atne때dι . 

Proof By [5, Corollary 5.9] , it is clear that the proximally open subsets of 
X(π1) and X자(1πZ'η) c∞o이i띠nc디i띠d야e 、w‘v싸， 
can be app미lied to get the stated eqnivalences. 

Theorem 3.5 . If X(π) is a relalor space, then the following assertions 
are equivalenl: 

(i) X(π) is topologically well-chained; 
(ii) no p7'Oper nonvoid subset A of X (π ) is topologically open. 

P7'Oof By [5, Theorem 6.7], it is clcitr that the proxir때ly open subsets 
。f X( 'R.) coincide with the topologically open subsets of X('R.). Thus, 
Theorem 3.1 can again be applied to get the stated equivalence 

The fact that ‘ topologically wcll-chained’ is not, in general, equivalent 
to ‘well-chained’ can be at once secn from the next simple. 

Example 3.6 . If X = (1 , 2, 3} ancl Ri C X 2 for i = 1,2, such that 

R1(1) = {1 ,2}, 

R2 (1) = {l, 2}, 

R,(2) = (2 ,3}, R1(3) = {3,1}, 

R2 (2) = X , R2 (3) = {3,2} , 
then 'R. = {1ζH=l is a well-chai necl relator on X such that 'R. is not 
topologically well-chained 

To check this, note that 1감 = )(2 for i = 1,2. And moreover, if 5 C X 2 

such that 

5(1) = (1 ,2}, S(2) = (2,3}, 5(3) = {3,2}, 

then 5 E π， but 1 rt S"(2) for all positive integer n. 

4. A further characterization ofwell-chained relators 

In addition to the above theorems , using Theorem 2.4 and 3.1 , we can 
also prove the following remarkablc ana logue of Levine’s [4, Corollary 2.5]. 

Theorem 4. 1. lf X(π) is a relalo l' space, then the followiπ9 assertions 
are equivalent: 
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(i) X(π) is weU-chained; 
(ii) A' u (X \ A) x X rt R ’ Jor all p1'O)ier nonvoid subset A oJ X. 

Proof If A is a proper nonvoid su bset of X , then it is clear that 

S = A 2 U (X \ A) x X 

is a transitive relation on X such that S = X'. Therefo띠 if (i) holds, 
then by Theorem 2.4, we necessa l'ily have S rt π. And thus (ii) also 
bolds. 

On tbe other hand, if (i) does not hold, then by Theorem 3.1, there 
exists a proper nonvoid subset A of X such that R(A) C A for some 
RE π. Hence, i t is clear that 

R C A2 U (X \ A) x X , 

and thus (ii) does not also hold. Consequently, (ii) also implies (i). 
By this theorem, it is clear that the Davis-Pervin relator [6, p.195J 

cannot, in general, be well-chained. MO l'e precisely, using Theorem 4.1, 
。ne can easily check the next striking 

Example 4.2. If A is a nonvoid fam ily of subsets of a set X and 

π.A ={A2 U(X\A) x X: A E A }, 

then tbe following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) R .A is well-chained; 
(ii) A c {0, X}; 
(iii) 'R.A = {X2

}; 

(iv) R .A is topologically well-chaincd 

Remark .,(. 3. Using Theorem 1.3, in [3J we have proved that (i) R .A is 
proximally connected if and only if thc l'e is no proper nonvoid subset B 
。f X such that both B and X \ B al‘e in A; 

(ii) R .A is topologically conncctcd if 씨d only if there is no proper 
nonvoid subset B of X such that both B and X \ B are unions of certain 
members of A. 

5. Relationships with connected relators 

As an immediate consequcncc of Theorem 1.2 and Theorems 3.1 , 3.4 
and 3.5, we can at once state 
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Theorem 5.1. A proximally (top%gica l/y) we l/-chained relalor space 
X(π) is proxima l/y (top%gica l/y) connected. 

Hence, by Theorem 1.8, it is clear that we also have the following 
usefu l. 

Theorem 5.2. A ψel/-chained Lebesgue relator space x(n) is topologi
cally connected 

This latter theorem, together wilh Theorem 1.7, at once yields a sub. 
stantial extension of the ‘ if part ’ 。 f Theorem II 1.3.9 of Gaal [1 , p.142] . 

Theorem 5.3. A stl'ongly proxima/ly directed, topologically transitive and 
topologica/ly compact ψe/l-chained re/alor space X(π) is lopologica /ly con
nected. 

Remark 5 . .{ By example 4.2 and Ilemark 4.3, it is clear that even a 
topologically connected relator space x (n) need nol be well , chained 

However , combining Theorem 1.3 with Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, we can 
still state an essential improvement of Theorem II .7.3 of Gaal [1 , p. 101]. 

Theorem 5.5. A proxima/ly symmetl'ic re/ator space X(π) is proxima/ly 
well-chained if and on/y if it is 7J"1'oximally connected 

Hence, by Theorem 1.5 and Theorcm 3.4, it is clear that we also have 
the following extension of Levine’s [.1, Corollary 2.5]. 

Theorem 5.6. A unifol'mly dù'ccled and proximally symmelric re/alor 
space X(π) is uniform/ν we/l-chained if and only if it is uniformly con
nected. 

Moreover, as an immediate conscquence of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 
3.5, we can also state the following analogue of Levine’s [4 , Corollary 4.2] . 

Theorem 5.7. A topologically jì.ne and proxima/ly symmetric relator 
space X(π) is topological/y well- chnined ν and on/y if it is lopological/y 
connecied. 

Notes. Particular cases of Thcorc l1ls 5.3 and 5.5 are also treated in Why
burn and Duda [10 , p.37]. 

Moreover, a slightly incorrecl parti cular case of Theorem 5.6 can also 
be found in James [2, p. 126]. 
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